
 

 

Periodic Table: A Brief discussion 

Introduction: The position of Chemical Elements in the modern periodic table is one of the 

most significant achievements not only in chemistry but also have the immense importance in  

almost all branches of  modern science, i.e; physics, space science earth science, geology as well 

as biology. In modern scientific society Periodic table is a unique tool for all scientists that 

enabling the appearance and chemical properties of the elements on the earth and also in the 

Universe. Otherwise, study of the properties of more than hundred of elements and innumerable 

compounds formed by them was beyond the knowledge of us. Now we like to explore the 

lucrative beauty and importance of the modern Periodic Table according to our needs. 

 Brief history of the Periodic Table: The history of the periodic table is associated with  a 

history of the discovery of elements.  In 1669, Hennig Brand, a German merchant, The first 

person who discovered a new element phosphorous. Robert Boyle also invented the same 

element and make it public in 1680. In 1809 more than 47 elements were discovered and 

scientists engaged to observe their characteristics. The English physician (1815) and 

chemist William Prout observed that atomic weights seemed to be multiples of that of hydrogen. 

Thereafter, Johann Wolfgang Döbereiner (1817), a chemist, began to formulate one of the 

earliest attempts to classify the elements and he found (1829) form some of the elements into 

groups of three, with the members of each group having related properties. He termed these 

groups triads as ‘Chemically analogous elements arranged in increasing order of their atomic 

weights formed well marked groups of three called Triads in which the atomic weight of the 

middle element was found to be generally the arithmetic mean of the atomic weight of the other 

two elements in the triad’. In 1863 to 1866, An English Chemist John Newlands observed that 

similar physical and chemical properties recurred at intervals of eight, when the elements were 

arranged in order of increasing atomic weight, He likened such periodicity to the octaves of 

music and so termed Law of Octaves. 

Russian chemist Dimitri Mendeleev in 1869, listing elements by their increasing atomic weights 

and arranging them in a chart on basis the law “physical and chemical properties of elements 

are periodic functions of their atomic weights”– creating the novel historical discovery of  

periodic table. Mendeleev was not the first chemist to do so, but he was the first  who left vacant 

space in the table for  discovery of new elements that had yet not been discovered and predicted 

the properties of those missing elements, such as gallium and germanium. Secondly, the order of 

adjacent elements such as tellurium and iodine was occasionally ignore as suggested by 

the atomic weights  to better classify them into chemical families. This structured order helped 

Mendeleev and other worked scientists to identify similarities and differences among elements to 

assist future prediction of chemical reactions.   
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Figure .: Mendeleev's 1871 periodic table. Dashes represented elements unknown in 1871. 

Modern Periodic Table: The discovery of the atomic nucleus by Ernest Rutherford in 1911, and 

subsequently in 1913,  Henry Moseley’s work using X-ray spectroscopy  on  nuclear charge 

which is identical to the number of proton that is the  atomic number determine the fundamental 

properties of an atom. It was proposed that the integer count of the nuclear charge is identical to 

the sequential place of each element in the periodic table. As the atomic number is the absolute 

definition of an element and on basis of the modern periodic law: physical and chemical 

properties of elements are periodic functions of their atomic numbers” gives fundamental root 

for the arrangement of elements, in the modern periodic table. Moseley predicted, in 1913, that 

the elements still missing between aluminium (Z = 13) and gold (Z = 79) were Z = 43, 61, 72, 

and 75, all of which were discovered later.  

While Mendeleev’s periodic table included 63 elements, now 118 chemical elements identified 

and arranged in the modern periodic table on basis of the periodic properties which are the 

function of atomic number of the element. The popular   and common periodic table layout is 

attributable to Horace Groves Deming. In 1923, Deming, an American chemist, published short 

and medium form periodic tables. In 1928, Merck and Company prepared a handout form of 

Deming's 18-column medium table, which was widely circulated. With the development of 

modern quantum theory and electronic configurations within atoms, it became apparent that each 

period (row) in the table corresponded to the filling of an orbit  or a shell of electrons. Atoms 

having more electrons required more sub-shells and so that have required progressively longer 

periods. 

American scientist Glenn Seaborg, in 1945, suggested a new periodic table showing the actinides 

as belonging to a second f-block series like Lanthanides, though he was then ridiculed by his 
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colleagues. Subsequently Seoborg’s suggestions was found to be correct and he was awarded 

Nobel Prize in chemistry in the year 1951 for his work in synthesizing actinides  

 However, on basis of the modern periodic law, in terms of atomic number, different scientists 

have proposed different types of periodic table to classify the elements. The most widely used 

form is the long form of the periodic table, which is also known as Bohr’s Table as it follows the 

classification of elements based on electronic configuration on Bohr’s  atomic model. In the 

modern periodic table, the horizontal rows across are referred as “periods.” The periodic table 

contain seven periods, nine count for the lanthanides and actinide series. Generally, in each 

period, atomic numbers of the elements’ increased from left to right. All elements in the same 

period have the same number of electron shells but provided different numbers of electrons and 

protons. The term ‘’Families” are the element groups featured in nine of the 18 vertical columns 

in the periodic table  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Periodic Table: Elements are grouped in four blocks 

 Chemical element families have identical properties with respect to their electronic 

configurations. The elements  in the periodic table are also grouped in to four ‘block’ , namely s- 

block, p- block, d- block and f- block, depending upon the accommodation of differentiating 

electrons. The modern periodic table assists the chemists particularly in regards of elements 

classification by properties and similarities, after division of three categories – metals, nonmetals 

and metalloids. 

IUPAC last updated the periodic table in 2016 followed by addition of four new elements e.g. 

Nihonium (Nh), Moscovium (Mc), Tennessine (Ts) and Oganesson (Og).  

 



 

 

 

                                         Long form of the Periodic Table 

Name of groups and elements belong to this groups: 

 Alkali metals: Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs, and Fr; 

 Alkaline earth metals: Be, Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba, and Ra; 

 Rare earth metals: Sc, Y, La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Pm, Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, Yb, 

and Lu; 

 Pnictogens: N, P, As, Sb, Bi, and Mc; 

 Chalcogens: O, S, Se, Te, Po, and Lv;  

 Halogens: F, Cl, Br, I, At, and Ts; 

 Noble gases: He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe, Rn, and Og. 

 Platinum group metals: Ru, Rh, Pd, Os, Ir, and Pt; 

 Coinage metals: Cu, Ag, and Au. 

For an atom or an ion with only a single electron, we can calculate the potential energy by 

considering only the electrostatic attraction between the positively charged nucleus and the 

negatively charged electron. For multi electronic system, however, the total energy of the atom 

or the ion depends not only on attractive electron-nucleus interactions but also on repulsive 

electron-electron interactions. When there are two electrons, the repulsive interactions depend on 

the positions of both electrons at a given instant, but because we cannot specify the exact 

positions of the electrons, it is impossible to exactly calculate the repulsive interactions. 

Consequently, we must use approximate methods to deal with the effect of electron-electron 



 

 

repulsions on orbital energies. These effects are the underlying basis for the periodic trends in 

elemental properties. In the following section, in brief we discuss about some properties of 

elements. 

Electron Shielding and Effective Nuclear Charge:  

If an electron is far from the nucleus (i.e., if the distance r between the nucleus and the electron is 

large), then at any given moment, many of the other electrons (inner) will be between that 

electron and the nucleus (Figure below). Hence the inner electrons will screen of shield a portion 

of the positive charge of the nucleus and thereby decrease the attractive interaction between 

nucleus and the electron farther away. As a result, the electron farther away experiences an 

effective nuclear charge (Zeff / Z*) that is less than the actual nuclear charge Z. The reducing 

effect on nuclear charge by the inner electrons for an outer electron is termed as screening or 

shielding. This effect is called electron shielding. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                    Figure : Shielding by the inner electrons  

 

Shielding therefore lowers the effective charge of the nucleus on the outer electrons. Hence, the 

nucleus has "less grip" on the outer electrons insofar as it is shielded by the inner electrons. 

Zeff  (Z*) can be calculated by subtracting the magnitude of shielding ( S / σ )from the total 

nuclear charge (Z, no. of proton in the nucleus) and the effective nuclear charge Zeff  (Z*)  of an 

atom is given by the equation:  Zeff =Z−S, Magnitude of  screening or shielding ( S/ σ ) can be 

calculated by  Slater’s rule . 

 

Penetration of atomic orbital and shielding effect: 

Penetration describes the proximity of electrons in an orbital to the nucleus. Electrons which 

experience greater penetration experience less shielding and therefore experience a larger 

Effective Nuclear Charge (Zeff) but shield other electrons more effectively. Electrons in different 

orbitals have different wavefunctions and therefore different distributions around the nucleus. It 

is actually just how well the electrons feel the nucleus. Penetration refers to how effectively 



 

 

electrons can get close to the nucleus. the core electrons have more penetration than the outer 

electrons since they (the core electrons) feel the strongest pull. 

In a multi-electron system, the penetration of the nucleus by an electron is measured by the 

relative electron density near the nucleus of an atom for each shell and sub-shell of an electron. 

For example, the radial density functions of the 2s, 2p and 3s etc. orbitals have small but finite 

values within the curve of lower orbitals. The radial density of the 2s orbital spreads into the 

curve for 1s orbital, the 3s orbital spreads into the 2s and 1s orbitals and so on . This is termed as 

“penetration” of orbitals- that is their distribution of inner electron cores. As a consequence, an 

electron in an outer orbital does not get the full screening by the inner electrons from the nuclear 

charge.  The penetration power of an electron, in a multi-electron atom, is dependent on the 

values of both the principal quantum no. n and subsidiary or azimuthal quantum no, l of an 

electron in an atom. 

For the same shell, or principal quantum number (n) the penetrating power of an electron follows 

this trend in subshells (l) as  s>p>d>f .  whereas for different values of n and l the trend is : 

1s>2s>2p>3s>3p>4s>3d>4p>5s>4d>5p>6s>4f.... 

The energy of electrons of different orbitals run as : 1s<2s<2p<3s<3p<4s<3d<4p.... 

 

 

 

 

 

Plot:- Orbital Penetration : A comparison of the radial probability distribution of the 2s and 

2p orbitals for various states of the hydrogen atom shows that the 2s orbital penetrates inside the 

1s orbital more than the 2p orbital does. Consequently, when an electron is in the small inner 

lobe of the 2s orbital, it experiences a relatively large value of Z*, which causes the energy of the 

2s orbital to be lower than the energy of the 2p orbital. 

In multi-electron systems, generally, the atomic orbital energies increases as (n +l) increases, if 

there are two orbitals with same value of  (n+l), then one with the small   value of n  has lower 

energy. 

As the value of the Principal quantum number n increases, the energy differences decrease, so 

there is a greater energy gap between 1s & 2s than between 2s & 3s, etc. As a result: for higher 

values of n, the relative ordering of atomic orbital energies depends on the number electrons 

present. Example: The 4s and 3d orbitals are very close in energy. In some systems, the 4s 

is lower and in some systems the 3d is lower. This is entirely a result of electron 

filling (penetration/shielding), Example:  K and Ca.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: Variation of orbital energies with (n + l ) value 

The relative atomic orbital energies can be so dependent on electron filling that the oxidation 

state of the atom/ion can change the relative order of the atomic orbitals! 

Example: atomic vanadium V [Ar]4s23d3 , 4s is filled and 3d is partially filled 

                    monocation V+ [Ar]3d4 , 4s is empty and 3d is partially filled. 

Slater’s Rule: Slater had proposed some empirical set rules to calculate the screening constant   

( S / σ ) of various electrons present in different orbitals of an atom or ion and hence calculate the 

effective nuclear charge Z*  as Z* = Z- σ  

According to this rule, 

The electrons of the atom or ions are grouped as follows: 

 (1s) (2s,2p) (3s,3p) (3d) (4s,4p) (4d) (4f) (5s,5p) etc. 

2. Electrons to the right (in higher subshells and shells) of an electron do 

not shield it. i.e., contribute Zero.  

3. For ns or np valence electrons: 

a) each other electron in the same group contributes 0.35 (0.30 for 1s) 



 

 

b) each electron in an (n-1) group contributes 0.85 

c) each electron in an (n-2 ) and lower group contributes 1.00 

4. For nd or nf valence electrons: 

a) each other electron in the same group contributes 0.35 

b) each electron in a lower group (to the left) contributes 1.00 

 

Examples: 

 Find the Z* for a valence electron of O atom. 

Oxygen: O, Z = 8 , Electron configuration: 1s2 2s2 2p4 

Electrons are grouped as: (1s2) (2s2 2p4) or  (1s2) (2s 2p)6 

Obviously, valence electron is excluded from the calculation. 

5 other electrons in valence shell contribute 5 x 0.35=1.75 

2 electrons belonging to (1s) i.e., in the (n-1) group contribute 0.85 each, 2 x 0.85 = 1.70 

 Total ( ) = (1.75) + (1.70) = 3.45 

Z* = Z -  

Z* = 8 – 3.45 = 4.55  

 

 Find screening constant and hence Z* for i)3s or 3p electron ii)3d electron and iii)4s 

electron of  nickel: Ni, Z = 28 

Electron configuration: 1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 4s2 3d8 

Electrons are grouped as: (1s2) (2s2 2p6) (3s2 3p6) (3d8) (4s2) 

i) For a 3s or 3p electron: 

Electrons in groups to the right contribute = 0  

7 other electrons contribute 7x0.35=2.45 

8 electrons belonging to (2s 2p) i.e., in the (n-1) group contribute 0.85 each = 8x0.85= 

6.80 

2 electrons belonging to (1s) i.e., in the (n-2) group contribute 1.0 each =2x1.0=2.0 

Total (S) = 2.45 + 6.80 + 2.0 = 11.25: Z* = Z-S = 28-11.25 = 16.75 

 

ii) For a 3d electron: 

Electrons in groups to the right contribute = 0  

7 other electrons (in 3d) contribute 7x0.35=2.45 

2 +8+ 8 = 18 other electrons belonging to (1s2) (2s2 2p6) (3s2 3p6) contribute 1.0 each = 

18 x1.0 = 18 

Total (S) = 2.45 + 18 = 20.45: Z* = Z-S = 28-20.45=7.55. 

 

iii) For a 4s  

Electrons right to this group = nil  

1 other electron contribute 1x0.35=0.35 



 

 

2+6+8 =16 electrons belonging to (3s2 3p6) (3d8) i.e., in the (n-1) contribute 0.85 each = 

16 x 0.85= 13.60 

2+2+6 =10 electrons belonging to (1s2) (2s2 2p6)  in the (n-2) and further lelt contribute 

1.0 each =10 x1.0=10.0 

Total (S) = 0.35 + 13.60 +10.00 = 23.95: Z* = Z-S = 28-23.95 = 4.05 

 

As Z* is higher for a 3d electron than 4s , 3d electrons are tightly bound than 4s 

electrons.  

 

 Find the Z* of  i) Na atom ii) Na+ ion. 

i). Z = 11 , electronic configuration of Na atom is 1s2 2s2 2p6 3s1 

Eletrons are grouped as (1s2) (2s2 2p6) (3s1) 

Obviously, valence electron is excluded from the calculation. So the vavence group 3s                    

contribute 0  

8 electrons belonging to (2s 2p) i.e., in the (n-1) contribute 0.85 each, 8 x 0.85 = 6.80 

2 electrons belonging to (1s) i.e., in the (n-2) group contribute 1.0 each =2x1.0=2.0 

Total screening ( σ ) = 0 + 6.8 + 2.0 = 8.80 

Z* = Z- σ = 11- 8.80 =2.20 

 

ii) Z = 11 , electronic configuration of Na+ ion is 1s2 2s2 2p6  

Eletrons are grouped as (1s2) (2s2 2p6)  

For calculating screening contribution and Z* of an ion no electron is excluded.  

Hence, 8 electrons belonging to (2s 2p) as valence electron and contribute 0.35 each, 8 x 

0.35 = 2.80 

2 electrons belonging to (1s) i.e., in the (n-1) group contribute 0.85 each =2x0.85=1.70 

Total screening (σ ) = 2.80  + 1.70  = 4.50 

Z* = Z- σ = 11- 4.5= 6.5. 

 

 Find the Z* of fluoride ion (F-)  

Z = 9 , electronic configuration of F- ion is 1s2 2s2 2p6  

Eletrons are grouped as (1s2) (2s2 2p6)  

For calculating screening contribution and Z* of an ion no electron is excluded.  

Hence, 8 electrons belonging to (2s 2p) as valence electron and contribute 0.35 each, 8 x 

0.35 = 2.80 

2 electrons belonging to (1s) i.e., in the (n-1) group contribute 0.85 each =2x0.85=1.70 

Total screening (σ ) = 2.80  + 1.70  = 4.50 

Z* = Z- σ = 9- 4.5= 4.5. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 Find the Z* for H and He atom. 

Z = 1 for H atom, electronic configuration is 1s1, that is only one valence electron is there 

and no other electron to screen it from the nuclear charge, so, σ = 0   

 Z* = Z-σ =1-0 = 1. 

 

For He atom, Z = 2, electronic configuration is 1s2. Obviously, one valence electron is 

excluded from the calculation and other electron contribute 0.30 towards screening for 

the valence electron fron the nuclear charge as it is in 1s orbital.  

So,  Z* = Z-σ =2-0.3 = 1.70. 

 

 Calculate the Z* for V(II) ion. 

For V, Z= 23 

Electron configuration of V(II) (21 electrons): 1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6  3d3 

Electrons are grouped as: (1s2) (2s2 2p6) (3s2 3p6) (3d3)  

Electrons in groups to the right contribute = 0  

3 electrons (in 3d) contribute 3x0.35=1.05 

2 +8+ 8 = 18 other electrons belonging to (1s2) (2s2 2p6) (3s2 3p6) contribute 1.0 each = 

18 x1.0 = 18 

Total (S) = 1.05 + 18 = 19.05: Z* = Z-S = 23-19.05=3.95. 

 

 Calculate Z* for a d electron of Cu(II) ion.  

For Cu, Z= 29 

Electron configuration of Cu(II) (27 electrons): 1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6  3d9 

Electrons are grouped as: (1s2) (2s2 2p6) (3s2 3p6) (3d9)  

Electrons in groups to the right contribute = 0  

8 other electrons (in 3d) contribute 8x0.35=2.80 (As Z* for an d orbital electron is 

considered) 

2 +8+ 8 = 18 other electrons belonging to (1s2) (2s2 2p6) (3s2 3p6) contribute 1.0 each = 

18 x1.0 = 18 

Total (S) = 2.80 + 18 = 20.80: Z* = Z-S = 29-20.80=8.20. 

 

  Calculate Z* at the periphery of (i) N atom (ii) Cr atom and (iii) O2- ion. 

 

For calculating screening and hence Z* at the periphery of atom or ion, screening 

contribution of all the electrons are to be considered. 

(i) For N atom,  Z= 7, electronic configuration Electron configuration: 1s2 2s2 2p3 

Electrons are grouped as: (1s2) (2s2 2p3) or  (1s2) (2s 2p)5 

5 electrons in valence shell contribute 5 x 0.35=1.75 [ as considering Z* at the periphery 

of the atom] 

2 electrons belonging to (1s) i.e., in the (n-1) group contribute 0.85 each, 2 x 0.85 = 1.70 



 

 

Total ( ) = (1.75) + (1.70) = 3.45 

Z* = Z -  

Z* = 7 – 3.45 = 3.55  

 

(ii) Calculation of  Z* at the periphery of Cr atom. 

For Cr, Z= 24 

Electron configuration of Cr (24 electrons): 1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 3d54s1 

Electrons are grouped as: (1s2) (2s2 2p6) (3s2 3p6) (3d5) (4s1)  

1 electron  in 4s orbital contribute 1x0.35=0.35 

2+6+5 =13 electrons belonging to (3s2 3p6) (3d5)  i.e., in the (n-1) contribute 0.85 each = 

13 x 0.85= 11.05 

2+2+6 =10 electrons belonging to (1s2) (2s2 2p6)  in the (n-2) and further lelt contribute 

1.0 each =10 x1.0=10.0 

Total (S) = 0.35 + 11.05 +10.00 = 21.40: Z* = Z-S = 24-21.40 = 2.60 

 

(iii) Calculation of the Z* at the periphery of O2-. 

Oxygen: O, Z = 8 , Electron configuration of O2- ion is: 1s2 2s2 2p6 

Electrons are grouped as: (1s2) (2s2 2p6) or  (1s2) (2s 2p)8 

8 electrons in valence shell contribute 8 x 0.35=2.80 

2 electrons belonging to (1s) i.e., in the (n-1) group contribute 0.85 each, 2 x 0.85 = 1.70 

Total ( ) = (2.80) + (1.70) = 4.5 

Z* = Z -  

Z* = 8 – 4.5 = 3.5 

Size of  the atoms and periodic trends :  

Size of atoms may be expressed in two different ways (i) atomic volume and (ii) atomic radius 

Atomic volume:  

In 1870, Lothar Mayer introduce the idea of atomic volume. It is the volume of one gm mole of 

atom of an element. [Atomic volume = atomic weight / density] It is expressed in cc/mole. 

It is a indication of atomic size  and depends on various factors  and varies with different 

elements. 

 Nature of packing of the elements 

 Allotripic form of the elements 

 Atomicity of the elementsi.e., no. of atoms per molecule. 

 Physical states of elements like density which is ahain depends on temperature etc. 

 

Because of this various factors the interpretation of the variation of the atomic volume is 

complicated . Some important features may be stated: 



 

 

 Alkali metals such as Na, K, Rb which have similar properties occur as peaks of the 

curve. 

 Halogen elements like F, Cl, Br, which have similar properties occur at the rising or the 

ascending part of the curve. 

 Noble gasses such as Ne, Ar, Kr which have similar properties occur just before the alkali 

elements. 

 With the increasing atomic number in a period starting from alkali metals ( the peak) the 

electropositive elements lie in the decending limb while the electronegative elements lie 

in the ascending limbs. 

 For the transitional metals the atomic volumes remains almost unchanged along the 

period and occupy the flat region at the bottom position of the curve. 

 The f block elements occupy the descending segments near the bottom of the curve due 

to f contraction. 

 The observed decrease in atomic volumes among the post lanthanides is more than the 

usual trend, due to the effect of f contraction. That is why the elements having extremely 

high densities lie in the low volume region. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

(ii) Atomic Radius : 

The size of the atom can be expressed in terms of radius. Atomic radius is the distance from the 

centre of the nucleus to the outermost shell containing electrons. In other words, it is 

the distance from the center of the nucleus to the point up to which the density of the electron cloud 

is maximum.  
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Different sets of radii have been work out to express the size of atoms depending upon their 

environment, These are  

 Covalent radii  

 Van der Waal;s radii  

 Metallic radii  

 Ionic radii 

Covalent radius: 

It  is one half the distance between the nuclei of two covalently bonded atoms of the same 

element in a molecule. Therefore, r covalent =  ½ (internuclear distance between two bonded 

atoms). The internuclear distance between two bonded atoms is called the bond 

length. Therefore, r covalent =  ½( bond length) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In other cases where two atoms of different elements are covalently bonded , one has to infer the 

covalent radius by measuring bond distances to atoms whose radii are already known (e.g., a C--

X bond, in which the radius of C is known). 

For heteronuclear diatomic molecule (A-B), where the electronegativity of A and  B are 

different, the bond distance  between A and B is shorter than the arithmetic sum of their covalent 

radius, because of  some ionic character of the bond arises due to partial charge separation of the 

hetero nuclear covalent bond (A-B). Schomaker and Stevenson have proposed a equation for 

such bond distance: 

r(A-B)  = rA + rB – 9(XA - XB)   [ rA and rB in pm] 

Factors to which covalent radius depends: 

There are several factors to which covalent radius of an atom depends. These are as follows: 

 

 Principal quantum number and Z* 

With increasing the value of principal quantum number (n), the valence electron are 

further away, therefore outer electrons are apart from the nucleus. So, The general trend 

is that atomic sizes increase as one moves downwards in the Periodic Table of the 

Elements, as electrons fill outer electron shells ( with increasing principal quantum 
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number , n). But with increasing Z*, the valence electrons are attracted more towards the 

nucleus, as a result atomic radii decrease. So, as one moves from left to right, across the 

Periodic Table, although more electrons are being added to atoms, they are at similar 

distances to the nucleus; and the increasing effective nuclear charge increases and hence, 

"pulls" the electron clouds inwards, making the atomic radii smaller. 

 

 Bond Multiplicity 

When two atoms are joined together with multiple bonds, the bond length become shorter 

and hence multiple bonded covalent radii smaller than single bonded one. This may be 

occur through (i) formation of π bonding, (ii) Effect of resonance 

 

 State of hybridisation 

The state of hybridization significantly influence the bond length and hence covalent 

radius. Percentage of s character in a covalent bond (C-H or C-C) increases the efficiency 

of overlap and with increasing the overlap integral, the resulting bond become more 

stronger and shorter , which effect the covelent radii. 

 

  Development of partial ionic character 

The development of partial ionic character in a covalent bond, the bond distance and 

hence radii of the atom become smaller. With increasing the partial positive charge , the 

bond length shrinkage. Examples 

_____________________________________ 

Compound  C-F bond distance (pm) 

 ____________________________________ 

 

CH3F    139.1 

CH2F2    135.8 

CHF3    133.2 

CF4    132.3 

____________________________________   

 

 Increasing the electronegativity difference between the bonded atoms  

With increasing the electronegativity difference between the bonded atoms , the bond 

length become smaller according to the Schomaker and Stevenson’s equation bond 

distance is,  r(A-B)  = rA + rB – 9(XA - XB)   [ rA and rB in pm] 

 Coordination number 

With increasing coordination number, to avoid the steric crowding the bond length 

becomes longer and hence the covalent radius of the concern atom gets increased. 

 

 



 

 

Van der Waal’s radii  

It is one half the distance between the nuclei of two identical non-bonded isolated atoms or two 

adjacent identical atoms belonging to two neighboring molecules of an element in the solid-state. 

The magnitude of the Van der Waals radius is dependent on the packing of the atoms when the 

element is in the solid-state. 

For example, the internuclear distance between two adjacent chlorine atoms of the two neighboring 

molecules in the solid-state is 360 pm. Therefore, the Van der Waals radius of the chlorine atom is 

180 pm. Obviously, the covalently radius is always shorter than Van der Waals radius. 

 

Metallic Radius: 

A metal lattice or crystal consists of positive kernels or metal ions arranged in a definite pattern in a 

sea of mobile valence electrons. Each kernel is simultaneously attracted by a number of mobile 

electrons and each mobile electron is attracted by a number of metal ions.  

Force of attraction between the mobile electrons and the positive kernels is called the 

metallic bond. It is one half the inter nuclear distance between the two adjacent metal ions in the 

metallic lattice. In a metallic lattice, the valence electrons are mobile, therefore, they are only 

weakly attracted by the metal ions or kernels.  

In a covalent bond, a pair of electrons is strongly attracted by the nuclei of two atoms. Thus, 

a metallic radius is always longer than its covalent radius. For example, the metallic radius 

of sodium is 186 pm whereas its covalent radius as determined by its vapour which exists as Na2 is 

154 pm. The metallic radius of Potassium is 231 pm while its covalent radius is 203 pm. 
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Ionic Radius: 

X- ray studies precisely determine the inter nuclear distance between two ions but it can not 

estimate directly the size of the individusl ion as it is governed by the radial distribution 

probability of the outer most electron. But it can measured from electron density map (ED map). 

The ionic radius of an ion can be defined as the distance from its nucleus to the point of 

minimum density along the line joining the centre of adjacent two ions (generally cation and 

anion).  

Factors affecting the ionic radius: 

 

 Principal quantum number (n) 

In general,  r(ion) = Cn2 / ( Zion – S) = Cn2/ Z*. Where C is a constant and n is the 

principal quantum number, thus with increasing n, the size of the ions increased.  So on 

down a group the size of ions become larger. 

 Charge of the ions or Z* 

In general, with increasing the Z*, the outer electrons are more tightly attracted towords 

nucleus and size of the ions become smaller. 

Cations are smaller than the atoms from which they are formed; the nucleus attracts the 

remaining electrons more strongly. The higher the negative charge of the species, higher 

the radius of the anions. The greater the no. of positive charge smaller is the size of the  

cations. 

Anions are larger than the atoms from which they are formed. The greater number of 

electrons repels more strongly and attraction between nucleus and outer electron become 

smaller. 

• For a series of isoelectronic species (ions having same number of electrons and  with 

the same electron configuration) the great the  effective nuclear charge, the smaller the  

smaller the size of the  species.  

 

Determination of ionic radii; Pouling;s method: 

For hydrogen like system, the radius of specis, with outer most electron in the principal quantum 

number is given by, r = n2h2/ 4π2 mZe2  [ in CGS unit] i.e., r = Cn2 / Z  

where C  = h2/ 4π2 me2  ( constant) , h = Plank constant ( 6.626 x 1027 erg sec), e =  charge of 

electron( 4.8 x 10-10 esu ) m = mass of electron 9.1 x 10-27 g. 

In a poly electronic system, because of screening effect,  the outer electron experienced the 

nuclear charge ( Z – S)e, where S is screening constant, evaluated from Slater’s rule. Thus radius 

of ion is given by: 

r( ion)  =  / ( Zion – S) = Cn2/ Z* 

For isoelectronic species , n, the outer most shell is identical. Hence for each of the compound  

Na+F-, K+Cl-, Rb+Br- and Cs+I- , composed of isoelectronic ion pair  the ratio of  the radius of r+ 

and r- is given by,   



 

 

r+ / r- = Z* (anion) / Z* (cation) , [As Cn2 and S for each isoelectronic specis is same]. 

r+ /( r+ +  r- ) = Z* (anion) /[ Z* (anion) + Z* (cation)] 

From this equation we can easily find out the radius of ions from the bond distance of an ionic 

compound composed by isoelectronic ion pair. 

  Calculate the radius of Na+ and F- . Given d (NaF) = 231 pm. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Plot: Variation of atomic and ionic radius with atomic No. (Z) 

 Lanthanides: Lanthanides [Xe] 4f1-14 5d 0-16s2  are the rare earth elements of the modern 

periodic table i.e. the elements with atomic numbers from 58 Ce to 71 Lu . Since the occurrence 

(3×10-4 % of earth’s crust) of these elements are very small they are also called the rare earth 

metals. They are available in ‘monazite’ sand’ as lanthanide orthophosphates. The lanthanide 

term first introduced by Victor Goldschmidt in 1925. 

Lanthide contraction (f contraction): 

The steady decrease in the size of the atoms and ions of tri positive lanthanide from La to Lu 

with an increasing atomic number is called lanthanide contraction. 

Similar effect also observed in case of actinides 90Th to 103Lr 

 

Cause of lanthanide contraction: 

The Lanthanide Contraction is the result of a poor shielding effect of the 4f orbitals due to very 

diffused shape. (hence called f contraction). With an increase in the atomic number, the positive 

charge on nucleus increases by one unit and one more electron enters in the second penultimate shell 

(n-2)f subshell. As the electrons in 4f subshell imperfectly shield each other from there increased 



 

 

positive charge of the nucleus, the effective nuclear charge gradually increased and  the valence 

shell is pulled towards the nucleus. that results in successive reductions of the atomic and ionic 

radii. 

Normally the atomic radius decreases on moving across the period, due to increased Z*. In case 

of the transition metals, with d electrons are added in inner shell (n-1) penultimate shell. As the d 

electrons are not good at shielding the nuclear charge, so the atomic radius only decreases 

slightly. This d block contraction, describes the atomic radius trend that the d block elements 

(Transition metals) experienced is  known as the Scandide Contraction or d contraction.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                     Plot: Ionic Radii and Metallic radii plot of Lanthanides Vs Atomic No. (Z) 



 

 

Consequences of Lanthanide Contraction 

Due to Lanthanide Contraction the Following effect has been observed for Lanthanides: 

 Atomic size: Size of the atom of third transition series is nearly the same as that of the 

atom of the second transition series. For example: radius of Zr = radius of Hf & radius of 

Nb = radius of Ta etc. 

 Difficulty in the separation of lanthanides: As there is an only small change in the ionic 

radii of Lanthanides[ The lanthanum ion, La3+, has a radius of 1.061 angstroms, whereas 

the heavier lutetium ion, Lu3+, has a radius of 0.850 angstrom], their chemical properties 

are similar. This makes the separation of elements in the pure state difficult. 

zirconium (atomic number 40) and hafnium (atomic number 72) of the IV group of 

the periodic table. Because of the lanthanoid contraction, heavier hafnium, which 

immediately follows the lanthanoids, possesses a radius nearly identical to the lighter 

zirconium. 

 Effect on the basic strength of hydroxides: As the size of lanthanides decreases from La 

to Lu, the covalent character of the hydroxides increases and hence their basic strength 

decreases across the series. Thus, La (OH)3 is more basic and Lu(OH)3 is the least basic. 

 Complex formation: Because of the smaller size but higher nuclear charge, tendency to 

form coordination get increased. So, ability to form complexes increases from La3+ to 

Lu3+.  

 Electronegativity: It increases from La to Lu. 

 Ionization energy: Attraction of electrons by the nuclear charge is much higher with 

increase in Z* and decrease in size of atoms and hence Ionization energy of 5d elements 

are much larger than 4d and 3d. In 5d series, all elements except Pt and Au have filled s-

shell.Elements from Hafnium to rhenium have same Ionization Energy and after 

Ionization Energy increases with the number of shared d-electrons such that Iridium and 

Gold have the maximum Ionization Energy. All of these elements show common +3 

oxidation state.                     

Ionization Energy: 

Ionization energy ( IE/ IP) is the energy required to remove an electron from a ground state atom 

in the gaseous state to form a gaseous cation.  

X(g)  → X+(g) + e-   [∆H > 0, IE = ∆H ] 

The quantity of energy is usually expressed in terms of a mole of atoms ( kj/ mole). It may also 

express in ev/ atom. Previously I.P was expressed in Kcal/ mole. 

First ionization energy (I1) – to remove the 1st e X(g) → X+(g) + e- 

Second ionization energy (I2) – to remove a 2nd e X+(g) → X2+(g) + e- 

https://www.britannica.com/science/zirconium
https://www.britannica.com/science/hafnium
https://www.britannica.com/science/periodic-table
https://byjus.com/jee/covalent-bond/


 

 

• Ionization energies are positive (endothermic) and become larger with every subsequent 

ionization i.e., I 1 < I2 < I3 < I4 ... – It’s harder to remove an e- from a positive ion. 

 

Periodic Variation of Ionisation Energy: 

IE Increases across period. As Z increases and electrons are added in the same principal quantum 

shell(n), the attraction between nucleus and  electrons increased. So more energy has to be cost 

to remove electron. Therefore, in the same period, alkali metal is with the lowest IE and noble 

gas is with the highest IE. 

Ionization energy decreases moving down a group. As the increasing atomic number down a 

group, new electron is added in a new principal shell (n) which increase atomic radius, that is the 

distance between outer electron and nucleus increased, so attractive force between outer electron 

and nucleus decreased, hence to remove electron less energy will require.  The variations of I.E. 

of Transition Metals are not so marked and have only small differences. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                            Plot: Variation of I.E and E.A of elements with Atomic No.(Z) 

 

Factors governing the Ionization Energy: 

The following factors control the ionization energy value. 

 Effective Nuclear Charge (Z*) 

 Size of atom 

 Screening ability of inner electrons 

 Nature of orbitals from which electrons being removed. 

 Type of electronic configuration of the orbital. 



 

 

Effective Nuclear Charge (Z*): As the electron bound to the nucleus by an energy E,  

E= - (2π2mZ*2e4) / n2h2 ( CGS unit) 

The I.E. is proporsonal to Z*2 , with increasing Z*, the outer electron attracted to the nucleus, to 

remove the electron more energy is require that is hence ionization enthalpy increased,what is 

observed on moving left to right in a period.   

 

Size of atom:  According to the energy equation , E= - (2π2mZ*2e4) / n2h2 ( CGS unit) 

Obviously I.E. is depends on inversely to the n2, that is with increasing principal quantum no.(n), 

the size (radius) of atoms become larger and the electron remain far and far from the nucleus, 

that is the attractive force becomes less and ionization energy decreases.  So, ionization energy 

decreases moving down a group. Left to right the size of atom decreases as the Z* increases, so 

I.E value increases in the same direction. 

Screening ability of inner electrons: The ionization involve the removal of valence electrons. If 

the outer electron felt less effective nuclear charge Z*,because of  the effective screening of 

nuclear charge by the intervening electron. The screening ability is depends on the penetrating 

power of the orbitals. More the penetration, more is the screening ability ( s > p > d > f ) of inner 

orbital  more ease to knock out the loosely bound electron  and less will be the  ionization 

energy. This explain why 1st I.E. of B is lower than Be. 

Nature of orbitals from which electrons being removed:  The type of valence orbitals  

involved (size, shape, shielding and penetration) from which electron has to be removed has a 

significant role to the value of ionization energy.  As the penetration and hence  screening ability 

run as in the order  ( s > p > d > f ), it is more difficult to remove an electron from s orbital than a 

p orbital.   

 Irregularities in the ionization energy trends: 

– Decrease in I1 beween  groups 2 and 13 elements 

group 2 → ns2 group 13 → ns2np1 

 The np electron is easier to remove than the ns electron – p-subshells have higher energy and 

are less tightly bound. 

 

Type of electronic configuration of the orbital :  According tho Hund’s rule, a half filled or a 

full filled shell is more stable.  This is due to the greater exchange energy of the system.a paired 

electrons repel each other and destabilize a system. So, removal of electron to result a half filled 

configuration is always a ‘favourable’ process. Similarly, breaking of half filled or a full filled 

electronic configuration by the ionization process always a energy costing process.  

 Decrease in I1  between groups 15 and 16 elements 

group 15 → ns2npx
1npy

1npz
1 

group 16 → ns2npx
2npy

1npz
1 

• It’s easier to remove the paired electron on the px-orbital – paired electrons repel each 

other stronger than unpaired electrons. 



 

 

Considerable jump in the successive ionization energies occurs after removal of all valence 

electrons – core electrons are much more difficult to remove than valence electrons – explains 

the charges of stable metal cations 
Na → [Ne]3s1 I1 = 496 kJ/mol, I2=4562 kJ/mol, Stable cation → Na+ 

Mg → [Ne]3s2, I1 = 738 kJ/mol, I2 = 1450 kJ/mol, I3 = 7734 kJ/mol: Stable cation → Mg2+ 

 

Electron Affinity (EA): 

The amount of energy released when an electron is added to a neutral gaseous atom or molecule 

to form a negative gaseous  ion  

X(g) + e- → X- (g) , Exothermic process, H = -ve, EA is said to be positive. It is an opposite 

process of Ionization potential.[ X-(g) - e- → X (g)]  

Electron affinity is expressed in Kj/mole. 

First electron affinity (E.A1) is to add the 1st e  to  a neutral gaseous atom to form a uni negative 

ion.  X (g) + e- → X-(g) 

Second electron affinity (E.A.2)  is to addition of a electron to a anion to form a di -negative ion 

in gaseous state. X-(g) + e- → X2- (g)  

Similarly there are third E.A. to form a trivalevt anion from a divalent anion. It is always more 

difficult to add more electros to the species which already bears a negative charge. So the higher 

E.A.  are thermodynamically unfavorable  and endothermic process. That results a negative E.A 

value. [ EA cannot be measured experimentally, but can be calculated from Born –Haber cycle]  

 

Factors governing the Electron Affinity: 

The factors that control the Ionization enthalpy process that also govern the Electron Affinity 

process. In general the factors favouring the ionization process that disfavour the electron affinity 

process. In an electron affinity process there are two energy terms operating in the process. 

1).Coulombic attraction of the incoming electron to the nucleus. 

2) Coulombic repulsion between incoming electron and existing electron clouds 

The following factors control the Electron Affinity value. 

 Effective Nuclear Charge (Z*) 

 Size of atom 

 Screening ability of inner electrons 

 Nature of orbitals from which electrons being removed. 

 Type of electronic configuration of the orbital. 

Periodic variation of Electron Affinity:   

On moving from left to right in periodic table  the size of the atom decreases due to increased Z*. 

Both of these factors increase the force of attraction of the incoming electron to the nucleus. 

Hence the atom has a greater tendency to accept electron. Therefore the EA value increases on 



 

 

moving left to right across a period.  Therefore, in the same period, alkali metal has the lowest 

tendency to accept electron and negative E.A value (endothermic process) and halogen has the 

highest tendency to accept electron and therefore highest value of EA (a exothermic process) 

However, the noble gases with a closed shell electronic configuration (ns2np6) is highly reluctant 

to accept electrons ( also release electrons)  and possess a high negative E.A. value. 

However, the middle elements do not show regularities because some of them show either a half 

filled or a full filled subshell. This is why Be, Mg and N have negative EA implied the inability 

to form anions. 

On descending a group, size of the elements increased as electron is added in a new principal 

shell (n) and Z* at the periphery per electron almost constant. This is why, E.A value decreased 

on moving top to bottom along a group. 

For example, EA of Gr.1 elements run as H > Li > Na > K > Rb > Cs. For the Gr.16 elements the 

order is O < S > Se > Te, For Gr.17 elements, it is F< Cl > Br > I. In p block elements along a 

group it has been observed that , the EA value for 3rd  period elements is greater than that of 2nd 

period  of the same group. e.g., F < Cl,  O < S, N < P, Si < C, B < Al.   

In order to explain the observed sequence of EA value for 2nd and 3rd period elements in each 

group, two forces has to be considered.( i).Coulombic attraction of the incoming electron to the 

nucleus.(ii) Coulombic repulsion between incoming electron and existing electron clouds. The 

attractive force (i) favours the electron affinity of 2nd period elements due to its small size 

compare with the 3rd period elements. Whereas, the repulsive force (ii) is dominating for 2nd 

period again due to small size of the elements over 3rd period elements. As the 3rd period 

elements are larger in size and having a vacant 3d orbital to delocalize the increased electron 

density ( as extra electron being added), the inter electronic repulsion is minimized. Thus the 

attractive force which is higher for 2nd period elements is compensated by the minimized 

repulsive interaction of 3rd period elements. This causes the positive electron affinity value for 

3rd period elements.  

Electronegativity:  

Electronegativity (EN, expressed as: ), is a measure of the ability of an atom to attract bonding 

electrons to itself when the atom is covalently bonded in a molecule. 

A more electronegative element attracts a share pair of electron more than the other. For the 

measurement of electronegativity, different scale are used, these are discussed below: 

Pouling’s scale of electronegativity:    

According to VBT, a wave function of a molecule AB can be represented as : 

Ψ AB = c1 Ψ A-B  (covalent)+ [c2 Ψ A+B- + c3 Ψ A-B+ ](ionic) 



 

 

If the electronegativity of A and B are identical, then ionic contribution be neglected. That is 

contribution of c1 >> c2 ~c3.  If A and B have different electronegativity, the ionic contribution in 

the wave function in the molecule AB can’t be neglected. Then if   c2 > c3 and if  

 c2 < c3 .  

Due to this ionic contribution the observed bond energy of a bond A−B  between two dissimilar 

atoms A and B of a molecule AB is always greater than the corresponding hypothethetical 100% 

covalent bond . This difference in bond energy is called covalent – ionic resonance energy(∆).  Let the 

bond energies of A−A, B−B and A−B bonds be represented as EA−B , EB−B and EA−B respectively. 

100% covalent bond energy of A−B molecule is the geometric mean of the bond energies      of A−A, 

B−B  molecules i.e., EA−B (cov) = ( EA−A×E B−B )1/2 

The covalent – ionic resonance energy (∆) = EA−B – (E A−A×E B−B) ½    

Pouling suggested that, covalent – ionic resonance energy, ∆ is related to the  difference in 

electronegativity of A and B by the relation , ()  0.208= ∆   [ where ∆ expressed in Kcal / 

mol; as 1 eV /molecule = 23.06 kcal/mol, so 1/ (23.06) = 0.208] 

When Bond Energy is expressed in kj /mol, then ()  0.102= ∆   [ Since  1 eV /molecule = 

96.5 kj / mol, so 1/ (96.5) = 0.102] 

Pouling then arbitrarily chosen the electronegativity of H as 2.2 and the electronegativity of ther 

elements is given below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mulliken’s Electronegativity: 

In 1934, Mulliken proposed that the electronegativity of an element is proporsonal to the average 

of Ionisation energy and electron affinity, both expressed in eV. 



 

 

Then M = ½ ( I.E + EA)  

The Pouling’s electronegativity (P ) and Mulliken’s electronegativity (M ) is related as : 

P = 0.336 (M – 0.615) 

P = 0.336 M – 0.2 [Therefore it is evident that Pouling’s electronegativity (P ) and Mulliken’s 

electronegativity (M ) bear a linear relationship. 

One of the drawbacks of Mulliken elecronegativity is the unavailability of EA data. 

 

Allred and Rochow’s Electronegativity:  

Allred and Rochow describe electronegativity as  a measure of electro static force experienced 

by the bonding electron towards its nucleus. As the electron withdrawing force (F) is a measure 

of electronegativity and as it depends on Z* (effective nuclear charge) and covalent radius of the 

atom concern.  The electrostatic force = Z*e2/r2  [ Z* is calculated from Slater’s rule] 

The Allred and Rochow’s Electronegativity  (AR ) is given by:  AR  =  0.36 Z*e2/r2   [Z* is 

calculated from Slater’s rule r is the covalent radius of the atom , in Å unit] 

It is linearly related to the Pouling’s electronegativity as: 

P  =   AR  + 0.744 =  0.36 Z*e2/r2 (cov)  +0.744. 

 

Factors controlling the Electronegatity: 

Electronegativity is not an inherent property of an atom whereas, electron affinity is a inherent 

ptoperty. Electronegatity is depends on the environment of the atom considered.  

 The larger the effective nuclear charge (Z*) and oxidation state (O.S) of elements. 

Greater the Z* and   O.S, more is the  electronegativity. Thus, the electronegativity of S 

in H2S, SF4 and SF6 are different.  

 Electronegativity is different for each orbital of an atom and is dependent on electron 

configuration. 

 The hybride orbitals having more s character show more eletronegativity .e.g., 

electronegativity sequence of the hybride orbital run as sp > sp2 > sp3. For C aton the 

pouling;s electronegativity is C(sp) 3.34, C(sp2) 2.80, C(sp3) 2.52 

 The smaller the atomic radius,more is the  electronegativity. 

Periodic variation of electronegativity: 

Electronegativity increases across period. As Z increases and electrons are added in the same 

principal quantum shell (n), the attraction between nucleus and electrons increased, hence Z* 

increases. Therefore, in the same period from left to right electronegativity increased. Thus,  

alkali metal is with the lowest electronegativity and halogen has  the highest electronegativity. 

 



 

 

electronegativity decreases moving down a group. As the increasing atomic number down a 

group, new electron is added in a new principal shell (n) which increase atomic radius, while Z* 

remain constant per electron at the periphery. So, electronegativity decreases on descending a 

group. For transitional metals the electronegativity falls slightly on moving down from 3d to 4d 

series but again get increased for 5d series due to lanthanide contraction. For the post transitional 

elements the enhanced electronegativity is arises for the 4th period elements due to d- 

contraction. 

Secondary periodicity: 

It has been observed that the variation of the periodic properties (Size, IE, EA, EN etc) of higher 

elements ( mainly post transitional elements) do not occur smoothly in a regular  rhythmic way. 

This non rhythmic variation of periodic properties by the elements in a group is referred as 

Secondary periodicity.  

This irregularities shown mainly by the 4th period (which are suffer from d contraction after Zn ),   

and 6th period post transitional  as well as heavier elements  after Hg  ( which suffer from 

Lanthanide contraction and experienced by relativistic effect)  

Relativistic Effect and Its consequence: 

Relativistic effects are the relative mass increase for a moving particle, and these begin to be 

significant for the heavier elements. It can strongly influence the chemical and physical 

properties of heavy elements and their compounds. Relativistic effects are important for fast-

moving particles. 

According to Bohr’s atomic structure, r, radius of atomic orbital is given by the equation: 

r = n2h2 / 4π2mZe2 (in CGS unit) and velocity of electron v = 2πZe2 / nh [n = principal quantum 

no. , h = Planks’s constant, e = charge of electron, m= mass of electron, Z= no of protons in the 

nucleus] 

Thus the radial velocity is proporsonal to Z, For n = 1, the radial velocity approaches to to 

velocity of light i.e., 3 x 1010 cm/s, when Z =137.036. 

So, the average velocity of 1s electron of an atom is proporsonal to Z/137. That is, for Hg, the 

velocity of 1s electron is 80/137 times of the velocity of light = 0.58 times of the velocity of 

light. 

According to Einstein’s theory of relativity, the mass of the particle (m) increases over its rest 

mass (m0), when its velocity v, approaches to that of light (c): 

m = m0 / [1- (v/c)2]1/2 , for Hg , the mass of 1s electron( m) will be 1.2m0 i.e., that is increased by 

20% of its rest mass. As the radius r, of an atomic orbital is inversely proportional to the mass of 

electron, it is expected the radius of 1s orbital be 20% less. This is called relativistic contraction 



 

 

of atomic orbital. It also affects the 2s and higher s orbital roughly as much because of they are  

very much close to highly charged nucleus. 

This effect is present to a lesser extent among p orbitals and is nearly absent d and f orbitals, 

which have fewer lobes near the nucleus. Indeed, the d and f orbitals are more effectively 

screened out by contracted s (and p) orbitals, so they undergo relativistic expansion. This 

expansion of 5d orbitals increases their  < rmax>  to become comparable with the < rmax>  of 6s 

orbital, which increases the ability of the 5d orbitals to form the additional and stronger covalent 

bonds in the sixth period. Due to the relativistic expansion of the the energy of the 5d orbitals are 

raised and consequently the electrons are easily be removed from this orbitals. Hence the ability 

to form the compounds with high oxidation states get increased for sixth period elements. For the 

same reason 4f orbitals also show similar property and uranium exhibit high OS than 

neodymium.   

The appearance of a relativistic effect is indicated in the variation in the electronic configurations 

of the atoms in the Periodic Table, due to the radial contraction of penetrating s and p shells, 

expansion of non penetrating d and f shells. Since the relativistic contraction has its maximum 

effect in the sixth period at the 6s orbital of Au and Hg, anomalous effect appear in these 

elements. 

One effect is the enhanced electronegativity of Au and Hg as compared with their lower 

congeners Ag and Cd (lanthanide contraction is also responsible partly but relativistic 

contraction is more important as electronegativity is maximum in this period). As the 6s orbital is 

contracted and bound more tightly compare to 6p orbitals, the energy separation between 6s and 

6p is so much that 6p orbitals are not considered as valence orbitals but rather may be post 

valence orbitals. Au then have the electronic configuration as 5d106s1 , that is considered as one 

electron short than a filled 6s2 configuration resemble to a halogen, having one electron short of 

a noble gas electronic configuration. Indeed Au has the highest electron affinity value other than 

halogen , and form stable Au- ion in the compound  RbAu, CsAu, Cs3(Au)O. 

Similarly, Hg with a stable 5d106s2 electronic configuration has essentially filled all its valence 

orbitals; this makes it very near to being a noble gas (rather noble liquid). As the 6s electrons to 

be more tightly bound and relatively inaccessible to metallic bonding. The relativistic 

stabilization of the Hg 6s orbital provides an energetic advantage when two Hg+ ions share a pair 

of 6s electrons, which results in the relatively stable Hg2
2+ ion, where Hg has a (I) oxidation 

state. 

This can also explain the irregularity of sequence of  ionization potential of  Cd ( [Kr]4d105s2/ Hg 

([Xe]4f145d106s2)  and Ag ( [Kr]4d105s1 ) / Au ([Xe]4f145d106s1).  

According to the general group trend, the IP decreases down the group. The 1st and 2nd IP 

increases on going from Cd ( IP1: 9.0eV, IP2: 16.9 eV)  to Hg (IP1: 10.4 eV, IP2: 18.7eV). This is 

because as the both ionization involve removal of s orbital electron. In case of Cd it is 5s orbital 



 

 

electron where as for Hg it involve the removal of 6s electron, which get contracted more due to 

more prominent relativistic effect. Hence more energy is require to knock out the electrons for 6s 

orbitals than 5s orbital.  

The relativistic effect causes the contraction of 6s electron and hence more tightly bound the s 

orbital electron to the nucleus and expansion of 5d electrons hence loosely bound d orbital 

electrons to the nucleus. As the 1st IP involve the removal of 6s orbital electrons for Au 

([Xe]4f145d106s1), which suffers from relativistic contraction, more energy has to be cost ( IP1: 

9.22eV) to remove the s orbital electron where as that for Ag it involve the removal of 5s orbital 

electron for which relativistic effect is less pronounced,  and require less energy ( IP1: 7.57 eV)  

But the 2nd IP involve the removal of d orbitals electron. For Au it is 5d orbital which get 

expanded and less tightly bound, demands less energy [IP2: 20.5eV]  than that of Ag for which it 

involve the removal of 4d electron[ IP2 : 21.5 eV] where  relativistic effect  is less pronounced.        

Inert Pair Effect: 

Relativistic effects and lanthanide contraction can strongly influence the chemical and physical 

properties of heavy elements (mainly post lanthanides elements). Beyond gold and mercury,  It 

was observed that the 6s electrons are difficult to ionize, which accounts for the  low stability of 

the group number oxidation state of the subsequent elements. These elements prefer to exhibit 

the oxidation state equal to the group number minus two; The tendency of the s electron pair not 

to participate in chemical bonding increases on descending the group is called the inert pair 

effect. Thus Tl show the oxidation state +1. Pb normally appears as Pb+2 than Pb(IV) and Bi(III) 

is more stable than Bi(V). This explain the oxidizing capability of Pb(IV) and Bi(V) compounds and 

reducing character of  SnCl2 .  

Peculiarities of 1st and 2nd period elements: 

The physical and chemical properties shown by the elements  of first two period in the periodic 

table are remarkable different from their higher congeners. Such as,   

 H shows the properties like alkai metals as well as like halogens as a non metal. 

  Li, though GrI alkai metal, shows properties similar with the Gr.II alkali Earth metal Mg. 

 Be, though a Gr.II alkali Earth metal, shows similar properties like Gr III metal, Al than 

the properties of its own group. 

 F2 , remarkable show different properties (super halogen) than the other halogens. 

All of these behavior of first two short period elements are due to the following reasons: 

(i)  Small size of the elements  

(ii) Non availability of d orbitals ( n= 1s  and 2s 2p are the valence orbitals) 

(iii) High charge density of the cations leads to high polarising power (hard acids). 

(iv) Low polarisability ( small size and low charge of anion) of anions ( hard bases). 



 

 

Conclusion: As like all other field of science, the generalisation of facts are very essential for 

systematic study of the properties of more than hundred of elements and their countless 

compounds. To express the periodicity of the elements, several approaches are made. In this 

regard, in 1869 the successful attempt of Mendeleev who converts the jungle of chemical facts to 

a zoo was highly accepted and recognized. Based on the pioneer activity, the modern periodic 

table help us better understanding the nature of chemical elements, their relationship to one 

another, reactivity with each other and combinations of elements to create the new products, 

materials and technologies that shape our everyday lives.  
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